How to Prepare for an Online Assessment?

**GET STARTED**

Complete the assessments on a **mobile phone, tablet** or a **desktop computer**.

It is usually unnecessary to complete all tests in one sitting. **Take your time and take breaks in between.**

Have a **stable internet connection** the entire time.

For some of the tests, it may be useful helpful to have a **calculator or pen and paper**. If these are needed the assessment will tell you during the introduction.

**No special prior knowledge or experience is needed to take the test.**

It can be helpful to **read the instructions carefully** and go through all of the practice tasks before you begin.

**Do not worry if you get nervous.** “Stage fright” can actually have a positive effect on performance. It channels your attention and mobilizes your energy.

**What Else Can You Do?**

Watch our **videos** on the individual tests to get comfortable with their look and feel.

**Now Relax, Concentrate and Just Do Your Best.**

More information: assessment.aon.com/online-assessment/practice-assessments